
FLORISTIC CONCIERGE



Why us?
Advantages:

1. Personal approach to each client. 

Creation of flower compositions taking into account the customer's intentions and the recipient's character traits.

2. Non-standard approach to creating flower compositions and bouquets based on original stories, stereotypes, 

and philosophy applied to the bouquet as a printed product.

                       3. Creative solution with herbarium (dried flowers), requiring no special care, which will serve for many years.

4. Provision of the final product to the customer with a packaging set, including a quality mark, a care 

insert + Crysal (liquid feed) and a transport bag.

 5. Selection of proven and reliable suppliers;

6. The possibility of providing a personal curator who will take on the entire responsibility 

for organizing and managing important dates within the period you set.

All you have to do is have free time

Disadvantages:

1. You will spend more time than usual choosing flower compositions. 

After all, this is the result of the creative activity of the team of florists, writer, and illustrator, embodying original author ideas.



Floristic Concierge:

 Maintaining a database of important client dates during the established period according to the contract.

One-time individual selection of flowers for future compositions according to the Characteristics Encyclopedia.

One-time development of the style of future conceptual compositions.

One-time preparation of individual themes and letters at the client's discretion.

One-time provision of the concept and style of future event decoration, including additional client preferences

 (selection of event locations, technical support, entertainment, professional video shooting and editing, decoration, design, etc.)

One-time assembly of the corporate package and its components.

One-time creation of a presentation of greening various types of spaces (thematic, seasonal, event-based) with subsequent care.

Development of ideas and concepts for large-scale events.

Free consultation on competent questions.  



Bouquet | Postcard | Insert | Quality mark | Sticker | Plastic bag



Bouquet | Philosophy | Insert | Quality mark | Sticker | Plastic bag



Bouquet | Stereotype | Insert | Quality mark | Sticker | Plastic bag



Bouquet | History | Insert | Quality mark | Sticker | Plastic bag



Composition set









To use the "Florist Concierge" service and place an order,
 we ask you to follow the link and fill out the form.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/179C2Kum-3z2AFawgGh4FPAuC4Cq5xC4bRY-i_O7CrzU/viewform?edit_requested=true



